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Performance Characters:
These products are equipped with micro-computer heating temperature 
control device and mounted with a over hot protection system, only by 
pressing down the starting knot, it’s temperature will automatically rise and 
when the inner temperature arrives to the given level, the program will 
automatically work to keep the temperature rising system will automatically 
work to raise the temperature.

Note:
1.The product is just with sterilized and heated function, no drying function, 
and the highest heating temperature is 70 degrees.
2. The towel should not be too wet when heated, the best state to use is in 
humidity after washing machine dehydrated, or to make sure the water of 
towel doesn't drop out before you put it in the closet.
3. After sterilized, please clean the water inside and the surrounding area in 
time so that there won't be water to reveal or even the periphery will be 
rusty.

Main Techniques Index:

Introduction:
1. To put the electric heating towel cabinet on a table or safe and stable 
place before using it
2. Please reconfirm the power plug of the towel cabinet’s instruction;
3. Please insert the power plug into the safe plug base with a reliable 
earth connection.
4. Please put clean and dry towels folded tidily on the inside shells and 
close well the door.
By pressing down the power knot, the power red light is turned on and the 
cabinet is being in process of sterilizing and heating, once the 
temperature arrives to the given level, it will turn into the temperature 
keeping state automatically, once the temperature is lower than the given 
one, an electric heat rising system will work automatically. if the towels 
needn’t to be sterilized and warmed anymore, please press down the red 
light knot to turn off the cabinet.

Attentions:
1.After starting the cabinet and when it hasn’t reached to the given level 
of temperature, please don’t try to open the cabinet’s door and so as not 
to affect the heating rising result;
2.Please use a cramp to fetch the towels when they have been done 
due to the high temperature inside the cabinet, and never try to fetch 
towels directly with hands in order to avoid being scalded;
3.When to clean the cabinet, please make sure to pull off the power plug 
first;
4.Please check the water deposit box and empty the deposit water 
timely;
5.If there is any breakdown during the course of using, please feel free 
to contact the contracted after-sales services suppliers or our company 
directly.

Model No.

Wattage / Volume

Voltage/Frequency

Temperature

Loading Capacity

Dimension

HB79258-110V

200W / 16L

110V/50Hz,60Hz

75℃±10℃

20-50towels

18"x14"x12"

USER'S MANUAL
TOWEL WARMER

HB79258-110V

TIPS：

Your suggestions and comments for Costway are really important to us! 
We sincerely solicit you to go back to our shop and leave a good rating in just a 
simple click. It would be quite encouraging if you could kindly do so like below:

February 24, 2018
Great product so far. Fast delivery, easy setup, and working without any issues. 

Great products so far

With your inspiring rating, Costway will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!
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